Manifesting with Florence Membership
LIVE Prosperity Treatment call
presented for the Florence Scovel Shinn private FB community
I’m Kate Large – I’m your host.
I’m SO Excited you’re here – for those of you who don’t know me…
*** I’m the administrator of the Florence Scovel Shinn Privacy group,
*** author of the Amazon Best Seller, Game of Life Workbook,
*** author of the Game of Life Manifesting Playbook,
*** founder of the Manifesting with Florence …the Inner Circle membership,
***** the Game of Life Mastery Program, and
***** the Game of Life for the 21st Century self-study.
Today’s Call will Flow like this:
*** I’m going to tell you a story – I’ll share insight to Florence and how we can work with her today to
make our lives easier. If you have questions, I want to answer them – so please write them down – I’ll
answer them before we complete
*** Speak the Word & walk you through embracing the energy of your Prosperity Treatment
***Q&A – complete – so it would be great if you have a pen and paper in case a question comes up for
you – you can write it down, then ask me before we complete.
So again… THANK YOU so much for being here!
We were just talking about how we’re a niche. We’re a select group of people that Florence’s teachings
really resonate with. And because of that, you know, we just talked about how… if you’ve shared things
that you’ve learned from Florence, and you’re so excited, and you’re giving her book out, and you know,
there are people that… they just don’t resonate with her teachings and we have to be okay with that,
but it does make it lonely… So here we are together, we do have the Facebook community – the private
Facebook community.
But we also have the membership so that you can get even more support and it’s more structured.
So, this is going to be a magical time together.
I’m going to hold the safe space for you to immerse yourself in the love we’re sharing here today, so
please turn off any distractions and settle in for a lovely experience.
Okay… so here we are… just sit back and relax… we’re here together… you, me, and Florence’s spiritual
energy… old friends and new friends coming together… warm and cozy with a soft blanket in front of
the fireplace… and I’ve got Majyk on my lap as my blanket, but here we are together.
Let’s just take a deep breath… maybe it’s the first one you’ve had today and that deep breath filling your
body feels SO GOOD…
On the exhale, you release any anxieties, stress or worries you’ve been holding…
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With another deep breath… we begin…
For almost thirty years, I lived my life at an intense level of fear survival mode. It wasn’t something I got
up every morning and chose to do… it was just… normal to… well… struggle with everything… Then the
intensity of that fear ramped up…
And I’d fall into bed so exhausted my body would all but pass out when I hit the sheets. Survival mode
had fragmented my life to a surreal experience… I’d wake up during the night… and for just a few
moments… I’d feel peaceful and safe - everything was ok... Then in the next instant… I’d remember the
mess my life was in – you may have experienced this in the darkness of night…
It felt like I was being dragged around in the undertow of life’s ocean – helpless… powerless…
I was drowning in fear, but never physically dying even though it really looked good sometimes when I
felt so powerless and afraid.
I was praying for help… --have you ever been there? I was praying for a miracle…
And it came.
A made a new friend – her name was Sherry – and after telling her a little about what was happening in
my life… she went to her bookcase and asked her angels, “What can I give Kate that will help her?”
Well, you know what happened next?
The Game of Life and How to Play It fell to the floor.
When she loaned me the thin red book – JUST for the day…, I thought, “how the heck is a book going to
help me?”
But then…
When I started to read Florence’s words, I felt something… What was this???
I felt empowered. I’d never felt that before! OMG I didn’t know what this feeling was, but I wanted
more of it!
But Sherry wanted her book back. I BEGGED her to let me keep it. She did.
My little red book became my lifeline – my Bible – almost an appendage to my body. I immersed myself
in the magic of Florence and…
Florence’s words written decades before… literally saved me.
I was so far down, that the only way to go was up. But miracles happened – the fear I’d been living in all
my life became manageable – or dissipated completely. Every time I turned around; I came face to face
with a blessing – Life was MAGICAL…
I’d be running with a pack of miracles, then next thing I knew – BAM! I’d get blind sided with some form
of adversity – some challenge – a bill I thought I paid – or didn’t know I had – my Toyota that had less
than 10,000 miles needed a new engine...
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But I had the Game of Life invisibly sewn onto my body, so I’d open the book and something on one of
the two pages would support me, and I’d overcome whatever adversity hit me.
I manifested money, the love of my life, the best job EVER! I learned that so long as I stayed dialed into
Florence’s support, I had a finger on the pulse of the magic to overcome fear and manifest miraculous
experiences.
But the cycle of being showered with blessings, then run over by the Mack truck of adversity… began to
take its toll and life began to run amuck because I was trying to do it all on my own and wasn’t paying
attention… I got busy… my thin red book fell between the nightstand and the bed, and I lost my way.
I got tired and the fear crept back in. You know how it is… you have this long To Do list -- laundry, work,
preparing meals… putting everybody and everything ahead of taking time for me.
Then I was back in survival mode – I hope you’ve never been there, but if you have… you know what it’s
like… struggling to get out of bed because you tried to sleep with Worry Bricks on your chest all night.
Then you see what time it is, and now you’re in a rush so you won’t be late. Making sure everyone’s
where they need to be – putting out fires left and right at work – juggling Every-Thing – trying to
breathe, but you just don’t have time for that.
Struggling.
Survival mode.
Inside your head you’ve thrown up your hands and you’re silently screaming that trying to improve your
life is Just Too HARD!
You’re SO STUCK in survival mode, that praying is something you do when you’re paralyzed with fear
soaked in a cold sweat at 3am because AGAIN - life is just too far out of control during your daylight
hours to focus on anything other than Just Getting Through The Day.
If you’re like me… You’ve not only re-engaged with fear, it’s like you’re joined at the hip – fear is
watching you every moment, making sure you don’t get away…
Then you finally clean your room and there under the bed… is that thin red book… The game that you
were learning how to play… Or maybe you were opening Florence’s Secret door to success... Or
perfecting waving your wand of words…
I remember seeing that little red book… my friend… my confidant… that thin battered red book…
highlighted, underlined… with sticky notes everywhere – Florence’s loving, life changing support and
empowerment in a thin red book.
This time when I opened it and read the words written decades ago – the magic was different. She
spoke to me at an even deeper level of understanding. As I turned each page, I took a deep breath, then
another, and another – and I read, and I felt the feels – the feels of empowerment – the strength – the
stamina. I felt myself sitting up taller.
Empowerment flooded my body and I vowed to NEVER go back! Never, ever, ever, go back to survival
mode.
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I introduced my community to Florence. We shared love and empowerment – strength and stamina –
possibility and hope – Belief in the power of the essence of love within us. Little did I know… that on my
own, without additional support… I’d cozy up to survival mode over and over…
My experience on my own and by teaching thousands of people across the soils and waters of Mother
Earth that these 5 stages of the game of life journey are the same for everyone.
We all live in human bodies that are like sponges for the fear that sweeps our planet in waves on a daily
basis. As a result, we go through these 5 stages over and over till we find the support to maintain the
empowerment of Florence’s words when we’re not reading – when we’re not even holding her books.
We stop the five stage cycle when we set a new foundation for our lives and get the support we need to
sustain it.
These are the 5 stages of the Game of Life Journey –
** #1 Praying for help leads to Florence being introduced to you… and you feel that empowerment and
possibility flood your body
** #2 is when you experience the roller coaster pattern of coming face to face with blessing after
blessing, but then you get blindsided by adversity in some way
** #3 is when survival mode takes over, because it’s just too difficult to juggle everything and maintain
the support of Florence’s teachings by yourself – and you’re Just Getting Through The Day…
** #4 happens when you get a moment to breathe, and you blow the dust-off Florence’s books and her
words speak to you at an entirely new level of understanding that rocks your world – AGAIN! And you
never want to go back to fear being in charge of your life
** and #5 happens when you breathe a deep sigh of relief when you’ve firmly anchored and consistently
implement Florence’s empowered support as your life-style – every day – and your life is easier on a
daily basis. When adversity challenges you – you don’t worry, because you know what to do to create a
higher outcome because you have a Very Special Set of Skills – action steps, tools, and loving support
that make your life So-Much-Easier. And you not only glimpse, but you live your version of heaven on
earth.
Through bringing Florence’s teachings into the 21st century for fellow students for twenty years, I’ve
learned that these game of life stages happen for everyone.
Years of struggling to consistently implement Florence’s teachings on my own, moved me to do
everything I could to cut years off the struggle of those who join me for this magical game of life
journey.
I began to share Florence’s teachings with my Soul Kisses community.
I taught…
I teach…
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– that no matter what you have or haven’t done in your life, you DESERVE – you’re worthy – you’re good
enough to Be, Do and Have all that brings you joy – all that is yours by Divine right – it’s your birthright.
Through teaching I’ve opened the door to the possibility of mastery.
My community had questions and we got answers – we improved our lives.
Then in 2006 Florence’s spiritual essence asked me to write an e-course based on The Game of Life that
brought the book into the 21st century. Of course, I jumped right in and said, YES! So, we did, and my
community LOVED the guidance and support!
Then in 2009 Florence wanted me to self-publish the e-course into a workbook, like she did back in
1925. Again, a brilliant idea! So, we created the first workbook that was 300 hundred pages and I
taught the first virtual Game of Life program from it.
OMG… I was so nervous – this was before my radio show – it was my first virtual class – it was my first
LIVE class of any kind! I was sitting at my desk counting down the minutes, sweat rolling down both
sides, heart beating so fast I thought I’d surely have a heart attack! Then I looked to my left and there
she was…
Florence…
Her spiritual essence was sitting on the end of my desk… and she was filing her nails…
I was like, really? Filing your nails?
She waived her nail file at me and said, “Girl you’ve got to calm down.”
I started laughing – which calmed me down – my heart stopped racing, the timer counted down – 3… 2…
1… and the first call began – and the students loved the information, the safe space and feeling
comfortable to ask any question that came up for them.
Again and again, I presented the 60-day Game of Life Mastery Programs and Secret Door to Success
Masterminds. The students were from all over the world, and they improved their lives by learning how
to consistently implement Florence’s teachings into their 21st century lives. They manifested jobs, and
homes and money and life partners – peace within their hearts, understanding how truly powerful they
were – learning how to focus their manifesting energy to bring into their reality – from within to without
– the true desires of their heart.
They believed they were good enough to be, do and have what they wanted – the were in alignment
with their three levels of consciousness. They knew what to do with fear and worry. They claimed their
power from within and their external reality reflected their empowerment.
They learned how to manifest and live their version of heaven on earth.
When I asked them to write testimonials about the programs, classes, and masterminds… I didn’t get a
sentence or two… I got pages of empowered words that detailed their experiences and feelings.
The only problem was… the classes, programs, and masterminds had completion dates. Just like “The
Game of Life Workbook” – there was a last page.
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Let’s face it… we live in a physical world laced with fear. It’s not easy implementing Florence’s teachings
on a consistent basis on your own. Sometimes it’s impossible. We’re human, and we humans thrive on
loving support – but it’s rare for most of us to get that loving support – and the pandemic has isolated us
even more than we were two years ago…
Now I’ve solved the problem of programs having a completion date with the Manifesting with Florence
…the Inner Circle membership.
The membership is a living, breathing experience of loving support that includes a private website that
houses recordings of our weekly calls, the PDF file of the Game of Life Manifesting Playbook, and stepby-step guidance that teaches you your own Very Special Set of Skills to support you to Know what to Do
when life challenges you.
Every first Wednesday of the month I present a LIVE treatment call and answer any questions that’ve
come up for members – for YOU when you join!
The Game of Life Manifesting Playbook, created just for members, includes gameboards and experience
pages so you can document your Aha moments, action steps and results.
The Game of Life Manifesting Playbook was created to support you to anchor your new foundation for
living your life implementing Florence’s teachings. When you use the daily journal pages, beliefs and
thought patterns about yourself that aren’t true and don’t serve you – the energy that’s been blocking
you will reveal itself – while the members and I support you with action steps and loving support to
transform that fear energy to love to create a higher outcome.
The gameboard pages show you your progress – And… they also show you where you need more
support – and we’re right here to support you.
The pandemic has made us feel isolated, alone and it’s been even harder to feel like we fit in. If you’re a
student of Florence’s teachings, you fit in the membership. You’ll be seen, heard, and valued.
Let’s talk about Florence…
Florence was way ahead of her time… she was a divorced woman in the early 1900’s teaching spiritual
metaphysical concepts that were NOT mainstream. She taught that the key to powerfully creating a
new external experience – a new reality, is perfecting the ability to consciously create within you – and
BE the energy of the end result that you want to achieve.
She taught about energy – and she knew how to hold the safe space for her students to shift their
energy from fear to the higher vibration of love.
When you read Florence’s books, you can feel her loving spiritual essence coming from the words on the
pages and the words are almost a hundred years old.
You’ve learned that the magnificence of Florence's teachings is Simplicity. She used case studies of her
students to convey her wisdom through practical examples, but the core of her teachings…
is the energy behind them…
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the energy of words – words are energy containers that form the energy of our emotional beliefs and
it’s from this energy that we manifest our reality. Florence knew this – she understood it and she taught
her students to understand it, too.
Back then when she was alive, and today through her books… she continues to hold the safe space for
you to see and understand how the universe responds to you --- responds to you based on the vibration
of your creation energy.
These were radical teachings for a woman divorced in 1912. Her divorce accelerated her understanding
of metaphysical principles and universal laws which led to her sharing her experiences with others and
to teach. --- And she was an amazing teacher. She taught how to hold, manage and focus energy in a
simple way that clicked with her students and they experienced immediate results. They discovered the
power of the energy within them and by managing that energy they created miraculous experiences –
even though the US was sliding into The Great Depression… the world was at war… and fear was
rampant.
But what was going on in the world didn’t matter – dire circumstances didn’t matter…. Because Florence
knew the level of our energetic vibration can transcend what’s going on around us. Florence
understood this, so her beliefs and teachings did not waver. She held fast to the power within her and
taught her students to do the same.
Today, we’re experiencing the covid pandemic, but we’re also experiencing a pandemic of fear that
changes from day to day, but still holds tremendous power over us when we allow it to. We’re trying to
rebuild our lives to some sense of normalcy…
Florence’s teachings support us to do this, and we need her loving support now more than ever to
overcome life’s challenges and changes – to flow in ease and grace, from a deep sense of peace within.
Florence used energy containers of words to “speak the word” for her students and she treated for
them. Her treatments opened the way for her students to FEEL the power within them that they were
good enough to have what they wanted – no matter what was going on around them – no matter what
they had or had not done in their lives – she fully believed what they wanted or needed was already
theirs at a higher plane of existence -- and held the safe space for them to believe, too.
Florence can’t join us with physical voice to do that for us today.
But I can. I’m here to support you to believe that you deserve to live a happy life -- you’re worthy to Be,
Do, and Have what makes you happy – you’re good enough to live your fulfilled square of life – it’s your
birthright.
I know that no matter what you have or have not done in your life, you deserve to be happy.
Now I’m going to speak the word for you and guide you through the Prosperity Treatment.
We’ll begin by quieting our mind to open the way for you to fully immerse yourself in the empowered
energy of the treatment.
Prosperity Treatment Guided Journey
Take a really deep breath…
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Place your feet flat on the floor. With your hands gently in your lap, close your eyes.
Focus your attention on your heart and take another deep breath... and slowly exhale.
Now shift your focus to gratitude of the blessings in your life. Embrace the things that you’re
grateful for and immerse yourself in the emotional fulfillment of gratitude.
Now ask yourself these questions – don’t try to answer, just ask:
Who am I?
What do I want?
What’s my purpose?
What makes me happy?
Now simply allow yourself to be aware of your physical body. Your hands in your lap – your feet
flat on the floor.
Now focus again on your heart – allow yourself to hear the beating of your heart as a sound or
feel it as a sensation.
Take a deep breath...
Now we're going to GROUND into the highest vibration of love possible - connecting to our immediate
supply... accessing our creation energy....
With another deep breath and eyes closed....
Allow yourself to see in your mind's eye a massive oak grounding tree...
Notice that within the branches of your tree is your square of life fulfilled... branches with bags of
money holding your wealth, wonderful relationships, magnificent health, and exciting work that makes
your heart sing with joy!
Take a deep breath and step into the spiritual essence of your grounding tree.
Allow your feet to go down into the roots of your grounding tree...
Down through the soils, the water, and the rocks, down to the core light of healing, loving, abundant
prosperity at her center.... Envision your roots wrapping around a beautiful, solid tourmaline sphere…
anchoring your prosperity.
Now pull the powerful vibration of this energy back up through the rocks, the soils and water to your
feet... up your legs... to your heart...
The branches of your mighty oak tree open wide to the breath of God.
With open heart and arms, we access the essence of creation deep within...
Breathe deeply and pull into your heart, through your breath, the limitless possibility of your full
potentiality of experiences...
I speak the word:
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Infinite Spirit, open the way for our Immediate Supply, let all that is ours by Divine Right reach us,
through a tremendous flow of prosperity under grace, in miraculous ways for the highest good of all…
thank you, thank you, thank you...
Say this with me:
Infinite Spirit, open the way
for My Immediate Supply,
let all that is mine by Divine Right reach me,
through a tremendous flow of prosperity under grace,
in miraculous ways for the highest good of all…
thank you, thank you, thank you...
The angels of prosperity, love, and light join us in our oak tree - bringing with them the energy of
limitless creation – take a deep breath and allow yourself to feel them come in close... fully supporting
you to BE limitless possibility in all directions of time - from within to without....
Take a deep breath with the intention to access the creation energy that is yours to create what you
wish.
Breathe in deeply of the joy it would bring you to receive this prosperity!
Take another deep breath and allow the bright light of the life force energy of Creation within you to
expand bigger... and brighter... until your entire body is filled with the brilliant bright light of limitless
creation energy...
Allow yourself to experience how blissful it feels to receive tremendous flow of prosperity in all things...
all things great and small.... from within to manifest as your life experience without...
Firmly anchor and claim your prosperity - all that is yours by Divine Right!
Breathe into every cell of your BE-ing how magnificent it IS to receive all the prosperity that is yours, by
divine right!
Now.... take a deep breath... and allow the brilliant light of creation energy that you are to expand up
through the branches of the tree - up high...
Your beacon of light shines brightly to magnetize to you more money than you can ever spend...
magnificent health....
work that makes your heart sing with joy....
and loving, harmonious relationships....
Loving relationships with money, with people, with all that brings your heart joy - your square of life and
everything in between – fulfilled and complete!
Take a DEEP Breath and repeat after me using the voice of the life force energy of creation:
Infinite Spirit, I am deeply grateful
that the way is open
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for My Immediate Supply…
All that is mine by Divine Right reaches me,
through a tremendous flow of prosperity under grace,
in miraculous ways for the highest good of all…
I don’t know how prosperity flows to me,
I only know that it does, and I am fulfilled
my square of life complete
as my version of heaven on earth…
thank you, thank you, thank you...
Embrace in deep gratitude all that's yours by Divine Right.
Now we ground this energy… Allow roots from your feet to go deep down into the soils of Mother Earth,
to anchor this knowing - this energy of prosperity - the roots go down through the rocks, the clay, the
water - down to the core healing light at her center. Pull that loving light back up through the soils to
your feet, up your legs, to your heart.
Now... Take a deep breath and bring back with you.... the brilliant love light - the limitless possibility of
creation as you step out of the grounding tree - fully returned and grounded.
And when you’re ready… open your eyes.

The first Wednesday of every month I present a new LIVE Treatment call that holds the safe space for
you to immerse yourself into the manifesting energy of the spoken word of treatment -- and I answer
questions. We’re excited to be on the call – to connect with loving support – the family without family
drama. We meet with love, honor, and respect. And even though we’re scattered all over Mother
Earth, it’s as if we’re in the same room together. And the love follows through to the recordings…
This is but a small taste of what it feels like to be supported by the Manifesting with Florence
membership.
It’s the next best thing to having Florence on speed dial!
You don’t have to struggle with life on your own anymore. We’d love to welcome you to the
membership – go to www.manifestingwithflorence.com to register.
Tomorrow – Meet & Greet Welcome call – same time as today – 11am MT.
Okay…. Turn on your videos – and if you have a question, please raise your hand and I’ll answer them.
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